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Abstract

Background: Political polarization remains a major obstacle to national action on global climate change in the
United States Congress, and acceptance of anthropogenic drivers strongly differs between Republicans and Democrats.
But has overall interest in science also become ingrained into partisan identity, even among national political figures
tasked with making ostensibly science-based policy decisions? Social media outlets such as Twitter have become a
popular means of exchanging information and of portraying a carefully crafted public image. We analyzed the 78,753
unique Twitter accounts followed by U.S. senators to gauge their interests as well as the public images that their offices
project to the public. In particular, we examined correlations between follows of science-related accounts and recent
votes on a series of amendments defining the “sense of the Senate” on global climate change (GCC). Drawing from
these social networks, we discuss how political polarization is strongly linked with the role that science - and climate
science in particular - plays in the political process.

Results: Our analyses show that Twitter social networks reflect political affiliation and polarization, with Senate
Republicans and Democrats belonging to distinct and semi-isolated sub-networks. Notably, while follows of
science-related organizations were low overall, these sub-networks were characterized by very different levels of
interest in science, with Senate Democrats three times more likely to follow science-related Twitter handles than
Republicans. This suggests that overt interest in science may partly define party identity. Hence, instead of being
viewed as a neutral source of objective information, science may now be considered a special interest in U.S.
politics. Notably, however, Republican senators who crossed party lines to vote “yea” on an amendment associated
with the Keystone Pipeline bill stating that humans contribute to GCC are more similar to Democrats in their science
follows than they are to their fellow Republicans.

Conclusions: Our results strongly suggest that overt interest in science may now primarily be a “Democrat” value.
However, opportunities exist to inject scientific information into political discussion by targeting key individuals and
organizations connected to both sides of the aisle.
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Background
The last decade has seen repeated calls for scientists to
communicate their work to legislators in order to pro-
mote the inclusion of “usable” scientific information in
policy decisions [1, 2]. But to what extent are political
leaders interested in listening to scientists, particularly
when contending with politically polarized issues such
as global climate change (GCC) [3]? Accessible scientific
information has the potential to cut through political

polarization and gridlock by presenting objective facts to
counter subjective opinions, thus facilitating the ability
of legislators to make science-based decisions regarding
policies and funding priorities [4, 5]. This need for
science-based policy has become particularly dire in the
United States where members of Congress are debating
the science and societal implications of GCC, while at
the same time some are attempting to wrest decisions
regarding scientific funding priorities away from heads
of national science agencies such as NSF and NASA
[6, 7]. While these observations are independently
alarming, several questions important for diagnosing
and overcoming the gridlock remain unanswered. For
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instance, has science overall become polarized to the
extent that outward interest in science (and not just
climate science) might harm partisan identity? Similarly,
does interest in scientific information actually influence
political decision making, or are such decisions made
mostly on the basis of partisan group identity? Answers to
these questions have the potential to help maximize the
ability of the scientific community to effectively communi-
cate both environmental and climate science [8]. Both
Republicans and Democrats have been accused by their
political opponents as being “anti-science,” to a large
extent on the basis of policy decisions regarding issues
as diverse as climate change, evolution, vaccination and
genetically modified organisms [9, 10]. Several studies
have suggested that conservatives have become increas-
ingly distrustful of science [11] and political differences
among members of the American public in their level
of trust in climate science and “belief” in anthropogenic
climate change have been well-established [12, 13]. Other
studies, however, have suggested that such generalizations
are too simplistic, arguing for example that self-identified
economic (as opposed to social) conservatives may be as
or more scientifically literate than economic leftists [14].
Explorations such as these are important if we as scientists
hope to engage constructively with the multiple publics
on pressing societal issues such as GCC.
While a growing body of literature has examined per-

ceptions of and interest in science among the lay publics,
we know considerably less of how such differences may
play out among elected officials, in part because they may
be less willing to discuss their personal views openly. We
analyzed the public Twitter profiles of U.S. senators as a
window into these questions. The Twitter handles that a
user follows serve as an indicator of the people, organiza-
tions, and issues in which the user is interested [15, 16],
and are arguably an objective reflection of the public
image a user wishes to portray. Twitter is thus now com-
monly used by the offices of U.S. political leaders not only
for information sharing and issuing “calls to arms” to their
constituents, but perhaps even more importantly serves as
a platform for self-promotion and a public expression of
their core values [17]. Social media platforms like Twitter
also offer a means of rapidly disseminating information,
and instantly sharing links to news stories of interest be-
tween a user and their followers. In this way, networks or
communities of users with common interests often form,
within which information is then shared [17]. For ex-
ample, Twitter is a place where interested followers can be
alerted to scientific breakthroughs in real-time and where
“buzz” about newly published research is measurable [18].
A recent study by the Pew Research Center found that
63 % of Twitter users report that they use the platform as
a source of news, up from 52 % in 2013 and almost twice
that of Facebook users [19]. The accounts that a user opts

to follow thus determine the information that she or he
sees on Twitter, as well as a statement of the other users
with which the person wishes to be associated publically.
A 2015 survey by Jasny and colleagues [20] emphasized

that in political spheres information on climate change
often reverberates within a series of “echo chambers” with
relatively few opportunities for cross-fertilization. Analyses
of the general public based on Twitter, in contrast, suggest
that while information on political issues is exchanged pri-
marily among users with similar ideologies, information
regarding other current events can be more dynamic and
at least initially starts as a “national conversation” that
may eventually devolve into partisan bickering [16]. And,
while some studies have demonstrated substantial differ-
ences among Republicans and Democrats in the intensity
to which they respond negatively to scientific information
that conflicts with their world view [21], others have
suggested that “…scientific recommendations on public
policy are taken seriously by partisans of all stripes”
[22]. While numerous surveys have documented strong
partisan differences in understanding and acceptance of
GCC among members of the general public [12, 13]
and have pointed to the role of partisan media in wid-
ening such gaps [23], less is known about how political
leaders receive and share such information, especially
using increasingly important social media platforms such
as Twitter. Specifically, are political leaders exposed to
similar scientific information but responding to it based
on partisan identity [21], or are they interested in and
exposed to information from fundamentally different
sources, as shaped by the communication networks to
which they belong [20, 24]? Has interest and trust in
science- and notably not just climate science- truly be-
come a partisan wedge issue in the 21st century?
We analyzed the 78,753 unique Twitter accounts followed

by U.S. senators to gauge their interests as well as the public
images that their offices project to the public. We were
particularly interested in determining if higher levels of
overt interest in and exposure to science and climate-
related Twitter feeds had any correlation with senators’
positions on GCC. We took advantage of votes (made
in January 2015) on a series of amendments associated
with the Keystone oil pipeline legislation clarifying the
U.S. Senate’s position on GCC. We then used ordination
and network analysis to identify influential people and or-
ganizations that might best provide an avenue for injecting
scientific information into the network(s).

Results
Twitter follows are diagnostic of political tribalism
An ordination analysis of senators’ Twitter accounts
showed a strong partisan affinity within each political
party, with minimal overlap between Democrats and Re-
publicans with respect to whom they follow on Twitter
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(Fig. 1). Results also showed a strong pattern of mutual
follows among senators within each party, creating two in-
dependent subnetworks where the limited information
that is injected into the inner circle of each political party
is shared. This is consistent with recent surveys showing
how information is disproportionately shared among
people with similar political ideologies [20]. An analysis of
senators’ direct communication network (mutual follows
among senators, Fig. 2a) and indirect affiliation network
mediated by shared interests (i.e., commonalities in the
Twitter accounts that senators follow, Fig. 2b) was used to
quantify the degree of political polarization. Both net-
works exhibited distinct clusters or communities of sena-
tors within each network being significantly associated
with political party (communication network: χ2 = 62.47,
df = 1, p-value <0.001; affiliation network: χ2 = 61.68,
df = 1, p-value <0.001; Fig. 2). Specifically, the commu-
nity detection algorithm correctly identified 100 % of

Senate Democrats and 88 % of Senate Republicans in the
communication network, and 97 % of Senate Democrats
and 90 % of Senate Republicans in the affiliation network.
This is indicative of strong tribalism in both the commu-
nication and affiliation networks, with politically like-
minded senators forming isolated groups. There was no
significant difference in median eigenvector centrality, a
measure of node influence, between Democrats and Re-
publicans in the affiliation network. This implies that
the pattern of clustering and isolation is not driven by
interparty differences in senator influence on the affili-
ation network (Fig. 3; Mann-Whitney U test, U = 1128.5,
p-value = 0.09). However, the median eigenvector central-
ity of Senate Republicans (0.73) was significantly greater
than that of Senate Democrats (0.57) in the communi-
cation network (Fig. 3; Mann-Whitney U test, U = 1370,
p-value = 0.0001), suggesting that Senate Republicans
are more likely to follow influential nodes than Senate

Fig. 1 Ordination analysis (nMDS) of Twitter accounts followed by U.S. Senate Republicans (in red) and Senate Democrats (in blue). Letters overlain on
the figure indicate senators who voted “Yea” or “Nay” on the overall Keystone pipeline bill (K) or the subsequent amendments to the bill put forth by
Sen. Whitehouse (W), Sen. Schatz (S) and Sen. Hoeven (H). The 15 Senate Republicans who crossed party lines on the Sen. Hoeven amendment are
indicated by red diamonds, and members of the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works Committee are designated by squares
with color indicating political party. Vectors represent degree and magnitude of polarity in propensity to follow Twitter handles categorized as Science,
Climate, Politics, Media and Other
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Democrats. There was no significant difference in the het-
erophily scores (a measure of the degree to which each
Senator follows members of the opposite party) of Senate
Republicans and Democrats based on the average
weight of their connection to members of a different
party in both the communication network (F = 0.178,
df = 1, p-value = 0.674; Table 1) and the affiliation net-
work (F = 0.312, df = 1, p-value = 0.578; Table 2). This
shows that Senate Democrats and Senate Republicans
are both contributing to the observed polarization
reflected on Twitter.
However, there is a high degree of heterogeneity in the

heterophily scores of Senators, with some senators being
more likely to follow colleagues from both political parties
than others, thus providing a potential avenue for bridging
the otherwise disparate Twitter “echo chambers” (Fig. 4).
Senators with high heterophily scores exhibit a lesser de-
gree of partisanship and therefore could serve as critical
messengers to communicate information throughout the
network. Importantly, because influence and heterophily
are significantly correlated in both the communication
network (ρ = 0.53, df = 87, p-value <0.001) and the
affiliation network (ρ = 0.81, df = 87, p-value <0.001),
senators who are more influential also tend to be
more connected to members of the other party, and
thus represent important conduits of information
both among and between Democrats and Republicans
(Fig. 4).

Interest in science is low but shows strong differences
between political parties
An analysis of a subset of Twitter accounts representing
professional scientific organizations and federal science
agencies that include science as a large part of their
mandate shows that they are rarely followed by senators
overall (Fig. 5; Table 3), even by some members who
serve on committees focused on the environment such
as the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works (Fig. 6). For example, only two senators
followed any Twitter accounts associated with the Na-
tional Science Foundation. An nMDS analysis (Fig. 1)
shows that althoughTwitter accounts classified as “Media”,
“Politics” and “Other” yielded vectors that could not be
used to distinguish between Senate Democrats and Senate
Republicans, Twitter accounts classified as “Science” or
“Climate” were strongly positively correlated with Senate
Democrats and strongly negatively correlated with Senate
Republicans (Fig. 1). On average, Senate Democrats
followed three times more science-related Twitter ac-
counts than Senate Republicans. This suggests that instead
of serving as the foundation for fact-based policies that
bridge the political divide, science – and notably not just
science related to GCC – is becoming a highly polarized
“wedge issue” in the 21st century. While cause and effect
relationships cannot be deciphered from this analysis,
these results suggest circumstantially that polarization
over climate change legislation has spilled over to science

Fig. 2 Communication and affiliation subnetworks of senators. Community detection algorithms based on leading eigenvector centrality show
that the senators in communication (a) and affiliation (b) networks cluster based on party membership (red for Republican, blue for Democrat).
The community detection algorithms correctly identified 100 % of Senate Democrats and 88 % of Senate Republicans in the direct communication
network, and 97 % of Senate Democrats and 90 % of Senate Republicans in the affiliation network. Misidentified senators are plotted in purple. The
size of the nodes is proportional to senators’ leading eigenvector centrality. The modularity scores, which describe the degree of compartmentalization
in the network, are 0.165 for the community network and 0.093 for the affiliation network. These networks are significantly more modular than
expected based on networks generated by randomly shuffling the accounts that each senator follows (p-value < 0.001)
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in general [23]. On average, overt, publicly displayed inter-
est in science appears prima facie to be primarily a trait
associated with Democrats. As Bob Inglis, former Repub-
lican South Carolina Congressman and founder of the En-
ergy and Enterprise Initiative stated in a 2012 interview
[25] “[…] right now it doesn’t seem safe to pay attention
to the science because the [conservative] ideology says no,
the science is wrong.” Our analysis strongly supports this

statement. That said, while the divide between Senate Re-
publicans and Senate Democrats in follows of scientific
(Table 3) and climate-related (Table 4) organizations on
Twitter is stark, pro-science individuals exist on both sides
of the aisle (Table 5). These individuals and other conser-
vative leaders could serve as both science advocates and
important messengers of scientific information to others
within their party, an idea we explore in detail below.

Fig. 3 Leading eigenvector centrality of senators in a communication and b affiliation networks. Senate Republicans are represented in red, Senate
Democrats are in blue, Senate Independents are in green. Analysis using a Mann Whitney U test shows that there is no significant difference between
the median eigencentrality score of Senate Democrats and Republicans in affiliation networks (U = 1128.5, p-value = 0.09). However, there is a significant
difference in the median eigencentrality score of Senate Democrats and Republicans in communication networks (U = 1370, p-value = 0.0001).
Specifically, Republicans have a significantly higher median score than Democrats (Republican median = 0.73, Democrat median = 0.57)

Table 1 One-way ANOVA relating heterophily scores of senators to party membership in the communication network. Heterophily
scores were square-root transformed in order to meet the assumption of normality

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F p-value

Party (Senate Republicans vs. Senate Democrats) 1 0.0081 0.0081 0.178 0.674

Residuals 85 3.859 0.0454
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Twitter follows serve as an indicator of senators’ positions
on climate change
Recent votes on proposed amendments to the Keystone
XL pipeline bill (S.1) offer insight into how willingness of
Senators to publicly identify through social media as being
“pro-science” may be related to senators’ understanding
and acceptance of GCC, even when doing so deviates from
party identity. On January 20–21, 2015, senators were
asked, for the first time, to vote on a series of amendments

to define the “sense of the Senate” on GCC. Amendment
S.Amdt.29, proposed by Sen. Whitehouse (D-RI) and
co-sponsored by well-known climate skeptic Sen. Inhofe
(R-OK), simply stated that “the sense of the Senate is that
climate change is real and not a hoax.” It was approved
by a bipartisan vote of 98-1. A series of subsequent
amendments, however, revealed differences among the
senators in their positions on the role of human activity
in GCC. Amendment S.Amdt.58 offered by Sen. Schatz

Fig. 4 Heterophily scores of senators in communication and affiliation networks. Each focal senator was assigned a heterophily score based on
the mean weight of his or her links to senators from a different party in (a) direct communication and (b) indirect affiliation networks. Senate
Republicans are represented in red, Senate Democrats are in blue, Senate Independents are in green. A higher value indicates a greater
propensity to be connected to senators from the opposing party

Table 2 One-way ANOVA relating heterophily scores of senators to party membership in the affiliation network. Heterophily scores
were square-root transformed in order to meet the assumption of normality

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F p-value

Party (Senate Republicans vs. Senate Democrats) 1 1.6 1.566 0.312 0.578

Residuals 85 427.1 5.024
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(D-HI) clarifying that “Climate change is real and human
activity significantly contributes to climate change" failed
to garner the required 60 votes by a fairly wide margin
(50-49), with only 2 Independents and 5 Republicans
voting in favor. Sen. Hoeven (R-ND) offered a follow-up
amendment (S.Amdt.87) stating that climate change is
real, and that humans are contributing to it, but omitting
the qualifier “significantly.” (The amendment also included
a statement that the Keystone XL pipeline would “not sig-
nificantly worsen climate change”). The vote narrowly failed

(59 to 40 in favor), but notably “yea” votes included all
Democrats, 1 Independent and 15 “crossover” Republicans.
Notably, of the top 10 Republican science followers, 5 voted
“yea” on the Hoeven amendment (Table 5).
Our analysis suggests that the Twitter accounts followed

by senators can be used to both differentiate between
Democrats and Republicans and potentially to predict
their decisions on key votes. Indeed, there is a significant
positive relationship between votes on the Hoeven
amendment (S.Amdt.87) and senators’ “Science” follows
(Likelihood Ratio Test: LR = 7.02, df = 1, p-value = 0.008.
Misclassification rate was 0.45, mostly due to false neg-
atives). An examination of these 15 “crossover” Senate
Republicans reveals that while overall they are indistin-
guishable from fellow Senate Republicans in the Twitter
accounts they follow, they are more similar to Senate
Democrats in the number of science-related organiza-
tions that they follow than they are to their fellow Sen-
ate Republicans (Table 6). This offers some hope that
exposure to or interest in science may convince sena-
tors to break from the party rank and file.

Discussion
In the face of strong polarization surrounding GCC and
overall low interest and exposure to science in U.S. pol-
icy and decision-making, the scientific community is
struggling to understand how communication and other
barriers to science-based policy can be breached. Our
analysis of social media offers insights into the potential
efficacy of various pathways undertaken to bridge the
partisan divide on climate change in Congress. First, sev-
eral federal agencies routinely involved in policy-relevant
environmental and climate science research are followed
by senators from both parties and thus may serve as pol-
itically neutral messengers of government funded science
and climate science in particular (Tables 3 and 4). Iden-
tifying organizations that are perceived as politically
“safe,” or that are connected to followers with diverse
political views, may increase science communicators’
ability to reach and resonate with their intended audiences.
Communicating science research through these key bound-
ary organizations [8] and working with them to better
understand the perspectives of their peers may provide a
crucial foot in the door for scientists. An excellent example
of this is Inglis’ Energy and Enterprise Initiative [26],
designed to create a “safe space for conservatives to pay
attention to science”. The Initiative works not to convince
conservatives of scientific results, per se, but speaks to the
reasons why paying attention to science is important
within the context of conservative values and public
image.
In the same regard, some science- and climate-related

agencies and boundary organizations appear to be
followed by one party more than the other, offering the

Fig. 5 Proportion of U.S. senators following Twitter accounts classified
as “Media”, “Politics” and “Science”. Bars with distinct letters are
statistically different at the α = 0.05 level based on pairwise
Mann-Whitney U tests with sequential Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons

Fig. 6 Proportion of U.S. senators serving on the Committee on
Environment and Public Works following Twitter accounts classified
as “Media”, “Politics” and “Science”. Bars with distinct letters are statistically
different at the α= 0.05 level based on pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests
with sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons
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Table 3 Top ten most followed science-related Twitter accounts by U.S. senators. Data were extracted from 89 senators comprising 49 Republicans and 38 Democrats

Republicans # of follows % of group Democrats # of follows % of group Crossovers # of follows % of group

1. House Committee on Natural Resources 11 22 U.S. Environmental Protection Agencya 20 52 National Park Service 4 27

2. U.S. Department of Interiora 7 14 U.S. Department of Interiora 17 45 FEMAa 3 20

3. National Park Service 7 14 U.S. Department of Education 15 39 United Nations 3 20

4. U.S. Department of Agriculturea 7 14 U.S. Department of Agriculturea 14 37 U.S. Department of Energya 2 13

5. FEMAa 6 12 U.S. Department of Energya 13 34 U.S. Environmental Protection
Agencya

2 13

6. NASAa 6 12 FEMAa 11 29 U.S. Department of Interiora 2 13

7. NOAAa 6 12 NASAa 11 29 NASAa 2 13

8. U.S. Environmental Protection Agencya 5 10 Dept. of Interior Secretary Sally Jewellb 10 26 House Committee of Natural
Resources

2 13

9. U.S. Department of Energya 4 8 U.S. EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy 9 24 NOAAa 2 13

10. National Hurricane Center (Atlantic) 4 8 NOAAa 8 21 Dept. of Interior Secretary Sally
Jewellb

2 13

Also shown are follows by 15 “Crossover” Republicans (who are also included in overall Senate Republican statistics) who crossed party lines to vote with Democrats on the Hoeven amendment. aTwitter accounts
followed by both Senate Democrats and Republicans bFollowed by Senate Democrats and Crossover Republicans
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Table 4 Top five most followed climate-related Twitter accounts by U.S. senators

Republicans # of follows % of group Democrats # of follows % of group Crossovers # of follows % of group

1. NASAa,b 6 12 U.S. Environmental Protection
Agencya,b

20 53 U.S. Department of Energya,b 2 13

2. NOAAa,b 6 12 U.S. Department of Energya,b 13 34 U.S. Environmental Protection Agencya,b 2 13

3. U.S. Environmental Protection Agencya,b 5 10 NASAa,b 11 29 NASAa,b 2 13

4. U.S. Department of Energyb 4 8 NOAAa,b 8 21 NOAAa,b 2 13

5. U.S. Geological Surveya,b 2 4 Sierra Club 8 21 U.S. Geological Surveya,b 2 13

Data were extracted from 89 senators comprising 49 Republicans and 38 Democrats. Also shown are follows by 15 “Crossover” Republicans (who are also included in overall Senate Republican statistics) who crossed
party lines to vote with Democrats on the Hoeven amendment. aTwitter accounts followed by both Senate Democrats and Republicans; bFollowed by Senate Democrats and Crossover Republicans
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opportunity to connect science with specific social, eco-
nomic, and environmental values (Tables 3 and 4). The
potential value of these relationships for improving sci-
ence communication and environmental stewardship
cannot be overstated. For instance, in recent years some
global environmental NGOs have fostered innovative re-
lationships with major corporations by communicating
and valuing the numerous benefits of better environmen-
tal stewardship, ultimately benefiting the agendas and
sustainability of both [27]. Our analyses revealed that
NOAA’s National Hurricane Center and FEMA were
among the top 10 most highly followed science accounts
among Senate Republicans (Table 3). Both of these entities
are routinely involved with research to understand and
also prepare for natural hazards that threaten the nation’s
coastlines and nearby societies. This supports the idea that
framing climate change as a legitimate harm to our na-
tion’s safety and wellbeing is an effective strategy for

shifting attitudes and motivating more conservative sena-
tors to take action [28, 29].

Conclusions
The political divide over public understanding of global
climate change in the U.S. has been well established
[12, 13, 23, 30]. In broader society, the higher prevalence
of climate denial among Republicans than Democrats has
been shown to persist despite personal experiences with
climate extremes [31, 32] and coincides with a well-
organized climate change counter-movement [33, 34].
However, the way in which exposure to scientific informa-
tion influences climate policy decisions remains unclear,
especially when its transmission relies on non-scientific
media [23]. The results of our study emphasize that
members of the U.S. Congress may not be just simply
interpreting information related to GCC and science in
general based on their political belief systems; instead, our
results suggest that more likely they are receiving such
information from almost completely different sources and
that overt interest in scientific organizations may now
conflict with partisan identity. Although the Twitter
accounts may not be directly managed by Senators them-
selves, but rather their staff, social media accounts never-
theless reflect the public profile of Senate offices with
some accounts having many thousands of followers. Fur-
ther insight is needed to fully understand how information
is received and filtered through legislative staff.
Broadly elevating science interest and making climate

change a dominant legislation priority will require a major
landscape shift in both Congress and broader society.
Unfortunately, scientific and environmental issues are
rarely at the forefront of mainstream media and political
agendas, with exceptions being the aftermath of large-
scale disasters and major climate summits such as COP21.
In these situations, which can act as “focusing events”,
widespread coverage by mainstream media and public dis-
course can lead to mobilization on both new and dormant
problems [35]. Given the propensity for Twitter to be used
as a primary means of following breaking events [19],
communications regarding the often catastrophic impacts
of GCC could use this platform as a means of connecting
with audiences that otherwise may be difficult to reach.
For example, while results of a recent study [31] found
that partisan politics trumps exposure to climate extremes
in influencing acceptance of GCC, others have empha-
sized the critical importance of trust in the messenger
[36]. This study emphasizes the critical importance of
constructing and channeling these messages to reach and
resonate with each side of the aisle and delivering the
message from a trusted intermediary source. It also show
the utility of analyzing social media as a mechanism to
objectively explore the preferences and interests.

Table 6 Correlations in follows of Science Twitter accounts
between Democrats, Republicans, and Republican “Crossovers”
who crossed party lines to vote “Yea” on the Hoeven
amendment to the Keystone XL bill stating that humans
contribute to Global Climate Change

Federal Science Agencies Science NGOs

Republicans vs. Democrats 0.610 0.339

Republicans vs. Crossovers 0.684 0.621

Democrats vs. Crossovers 0.687 0.459

The correlation in the number of non-federal scientific organizations (Science
NGOs) followed between Crossovers and Democrats is greater than that between
Republicans and Democrats. The correlation in the number of Federal Science
Agencies followed between Democrats and Crossovers is almost equal to
that between Republicans and Crossovers. All correlations are significant at
the α = 0.05 level based on 999 Monte Carlo randomizations

Table 5 Top 10 Science Followers in the U.S. Senate as of
February 2015

Democrats Republicans

Whitehousea,b (0.47) Hellerb (0.25)

Hironoa,b (0.43) Cochran (0.16)

Murraya,b (0.29) Moran (0.10)

Markeya,b (0.26) Crapo (0.08)

Durbina,b (0.23) Kirka,b (0.08)

Gillibranda,b (0.17) Vitter (0.08)

Stabenowa,b (0.17) Collinsa,b (0.06)

McCaskilla,b (0.16) Inhofe (0.05)

Blumenthala,b (0.14) Murkowskib (0.05)

Carpera,b (0.13) Ayottea,b (0.04)
aSenators who voted “yea” on the Schatz amendment (S.Amdt.58) and
bSenators who voted “yea” the Hoeven amendment (S.Amdt.87). Numbers in
parentheses indicate proportion of “Science” Twitter follows by each Senator,
calculated as Total number of Science Twitter handles followed by that
Senator/Total number of Science Twitter handles followed by all Senators
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Table 7 Total number of Twitter accounts followed by each
Senator (as of February 2015) and proportion categorized as
Science, Politics, Media or Other

Last Name Party Science Politics Media Other Total

Alexandera,b R 0.000 0.154 0.076 0.770 409

Ayottea,b R 0.002 0.054 0.015 0.928 1492

Barrasso R 0.004 0.156 0.081 0.759 456

Benneta,b D 0.024 0.337 0.000 0.639 83

Blumenthala,b D 0.014 0.086 0.034 0.866 801

Blunt R 0.000 0.009 0.004 0.987 6799

Boozman R 0.006 0.064 0.013 0.917 543

Boxera,b D 0.026 0.553 0.009 0.412 114

Browna,b D 0.023 0.636 0.000 0.341 44

Burr R 0.000 0.006 0.004 0.990 3358

Cantwella,b D 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.997 579

Capito R 0.002 0.041 0.042 0.916 935

Cardina,b D 0.023 0.137 0.046 0.795 263

Carpera,b D 0.020 0.126 0.024 0.830 493

Caseya,b D 0.024 0.277 0.051 0.648 412

Coats R 0.000 0.108 0.039 0.853 619

Cochran R 0.025 0.113 0.020 0.842 488

Collinsa,b R 0.005 0.119 0.042 0.833 929

Coonsa,b D 0.000 0.035 0.004 0.961 2108

Corkerb R 0.002 0.121 0.078 0.799 447

Cotton R 0.006 0.154 0.025 0.815 356

Crapo R 0.014 0.259 0.021 0.706 436

Cruz R 0.000 0.010 0.002 0.988 7694

Daines R 0.004 0.106 0.013 0.877 527

Donnellya,b D 0.004 0.035 0.007 0.954 283

Durbina,b D 0.011 0.061 0.041 0.887 1605

Enzi R 0.002 0.233 0.035 0.730 514

Ernst R 0.000 0.011 0.000 0.989 89

Feinsteina,b D 0.023 0.445 0.102 0.430 128

Fischer R 0.000 0.773 0.008 0.220 132

Flakeb R 0.000 0.038 0.014 0.947 208

Gardner R 0.002 0.093 0.039 0.867 646

Gillibranda,b D 0.031 0.165 0.021 0.783 419

Grahama,b R 0.000 0.024 0.009 0.967 2186

Grassley R 0.000 0.003 0.001 0.996 14559

Hatchb R 0.000 0.166 0.046 0.788 151

Heinricha,b D 0.040 0.360 0.040 0.560 25

Heitkampa,b D 0.005 0.055 0.021 0.917 422

Hellerb R 0.004 0.031 0.016 0.949 4934

Hironoa,b D 0.028 0.063 0.042 0.866 1185

Hoeven R 0.000 0.142 0.071 0.787 409

Inhofe R 0.003 0.050 0.024 0.923 1370

Table 7 Total number of Twitter accounts followed by each
Senator (as of February 2015) and proportion categorized as
Science, Politics, Media or Other (Continued)

Isakson R 0.000 0.168 0.077 0.755 429

Johnson R 0.000 0.226 0.066 0.708 106

Kainea,b D 0.039 0.376 0.059 0.527 205

Kinga,b I 0.011 0.252 0.094 0.644 449

Kirka,b R 0.003 0.042 0.031 0.924 1852

Lankford R 0.002 0.236 0.046 0.716 483

Leahya,b D 0.000 0.263 0.053 0.684 76

Lee R 0.000 0.045 0.010 0.945 2361

Manchina,b D 0.010 0.183 0.061 0.739 624

Markeya,b D 0.104 0.114 0.114 0.668 193

McCainb R 0.000 0.113 0.099 0.788 335

McCaskilla,b D 0.008 0.060 0.046 0.886 1434

McConnell R 0.000 0.019 0.000 0.981 266

Menendeza,b D 0.014 0.157 0.049 0.780 586

Merkleya,b D 0.011 0.282 0.080 0.626 174

Mikulskia,b D 0.000 0.486 0.000 0.514 35

Moran R 0.003 0.031 0.022 0.945 2977

Murkowskib R 0.009 0.251 0.037 0.704 459

Murphya,b D 0.000 0.128 0.016 0.856 125

Murraya,b D 0.010 0.056 0.030 0.904 2171

Nelsona,b D 0.080 0.010 0.060 0.850 100

Paulb R 0.000 0.165 0.090 0.745 357

Perdue R 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.992 2868

Petersa,b D 0.009 0.070 0.029 0.893 345

Portmanb R 0.000 0.014 0.020 0.967 1613

Reeda,b D 0.000 0.733 0.000 0.267 15

Reida,b D 0.039 0.340 0.013 0.608 153

Risch R 0.023 0.535 0.000 0.442 43

Roberts R 0.003 0.096 0.043 0.858 697

Roundsb R 0.000 0.316 0.045 0.639 155

Rubio R 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.997 2726

Sandersa,b I 0.008 0.033 0.045 0.914 1688

Schatza,b D 0.002 0.012 0.004 0.982 1337

Scott R 0.000 0.042 0.009 0.948 2784

Sessions R 0.000 0.069 0.088 0.843 102

Shaheena,b D 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.998 3317

Shelby R 0.000 0.250 0.033 0.717 244

Stabenowa,b D 0.006 0.030 0.018 0.946 2298

Testera,b D 0.007 0.134 0.027 0.833 754

Thune R 0.003 0.141 0.052 0.804 306

Toomey R 0.001 0.091 0.026 0.882 871

Udalla,b D 0.000 0.400 0.000 0.600 5

Vitter R 0.001 0.013 0.009 0.976 6175
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Methods
Data acquisition
We recorded the 78,753 unique Twitter accounts
followed by the 89 U.S. senators of the 114th Congress
whose profiles were publicly available in February 2015.
Ten senators did not maintain Twitter accounts and one
(Senator Franken) followed such a large number of ac-
counts (over 47,000 handles) that this account was
deemed an unreliable indicator of interests. We classified
the Twitter accounts followed by senators as “Science” if
they represented nonpartisan, not-for-profit entities that
included scientific research as a significant part of their
mandate, “Political” if they represented either politicians
or their staffers, “Media” if they represented media agen-
cies or personalities, and “Other” if they represented indi-
viduals or other institutions from the public. The latter
included partisan think tanks and any organizations with a
stated political leaning. We further classified any of the
handles as “Climate” if they were members of the U.S. Cli-
mate Action Network [37] or explicitly mentioned climate
science, policy, or action in their profile description or as-
sociated website. Accounts were included in the analysis
only if they were followed by at least one senator
(Table 7).

Data analysis
Network analysis
We performed a suite of network analyses on the Twit-
ter accounts followed by at least 10 % of all senators
using the igraph package for R [38]. This 10 % threshold
reduced the total number of unique Twitter accounts
followed by the senators to 688, making network analysis
and interpretation more feasible. Importantly, the results
presented here hold for thresholds ranging between 5 %
to 10 %. We began by using the Twitter data to repre-
sent a “communication network” via an unweighted and
undirected graph, with edges or links representing direct
connections between senators. An adjacency matrix A
was constructed to describe whether each senator in row
i followed or was followed by each senator in column j.
If the senator in row i followed the senator in column j
or vice versa, senators i and j were assumed to be con-
nected and we set A(i, j) =A(j, i) = 1. All other entries in

A were set to zero. We then built an “affiliation network”
based on the Twitter accounts followed by the senators.
Specifically, we built a bipartite graph and then used a
one-mode projection to generate a (simply) weighted and
undirected graph where the weight of the edges or links
between the senators indicates the number of times a
common association is found in the network of Twitter
accounts that they follow.
We used a community detection algorithm based on

the leading eigenvector centrality [39] to document the
degree of compartmentalization by identifying distinct
clusters of senators in both the communication and the
affiliation networks (i.e., groups of senators that were
more connected to each other than to others). Other
community detection algorithms based on random
walks [40] and multi-level modularity optimization [41]
yielded identical results. Furthermore, we used Monte
Carlo simulations to determine whether the degree of
compartmentalization or modularity observed in the
networks was significant. Specifically, we generated 999
random networks by shuffling the accounts that each
senator follows and then computed the modularity. We
then calculated the p-value as the proportion of ran-
dom networks whose modularity was greater than or
equal to that observed in the original (non-shuffled)
community or affiliation network.
We were particularly interested in determining whether

these distinct clusters or communities could be used to
predict senator party affiliation because such an associ-
ation would suggest the potential for strong echo chamber
effects. To do so, we conducted a χ2 test to determine
whether there was an association between senator party
affiliation and their assigned cluster obtained via the com-
munity detection algorithm. We also computed each sena-
tor’s heterophily score by determining the average weight
of their links to senators from other parties.
To determine whether our pruning strategy affected

the results, we re-ran the analyses by excluding only sin-
gletons (i.e., Twitter accounts followed by only one sen-
ator instead of 10 % of senators). This yielded a bipartite
affiliation network with 9397 unique Twitter accounts.
Using this much larger network, we were able to recover
all of our main results: the affiliation network was signifi-
cantly compartmentalized (p < 0.001 based on randomized
networks via Monte Carlo simulations), with Senate
Democrats and Republicans belonging to semi-isolated
subnetworks. Indeed, party affiliation was a significant
predictor of network clustering, correctly identifying 97 %
of Senate Democrats and 88 % of Senate Republicans.
To determine whether the distribution of follows

differed between Senate Republicans and Democrats,
we tested whether the parties differed in terms of the
mean (ANOVA) and the variance (Levene Test) of
edge weights in the affiliation network. We found no

Table 7 Total number of Twitter accounts followed by each
Senator (as of February 2015) and proportion categorized as
Science, Politics, Media or Other (Continued)

Warrena,b D 0.000 0.336 0.004 0.660 238

Whitehousea,b D 0.026 0.037 0.015 0.921 1371

Wicker R 0.011 0.191 0.046 0.752 282

Wydena,b D 0.017 0.057 0.030 0.896 299

Republican senators who crossed party lines to vote “yea” on the aSchatz
and/or bHoeven amendments are indicated
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significant difference in either the mean (F1,85 = 0.275,
P-value = 0.601) or the variance (F1,85 = 3.1826, P-value =
0.078) of edge weights between parties. Hence, there is no
evidence of systematic differences in the location or the
dispersion of the subnetworks formed by Senate Republi-
cans and Democrats. This means that there is no evidence
that Republicans use more varied scientific sources com-
pared to Democrats. The communication network ana-
lysis remained unaffected by pruning since it was based
on direct follows between senators and thus not subject to
the initial 10 % cutoff. Overall, these analyses suggest that
our results are robust to our pruning process.

Ordination analysis
We conducted a non-metric Multidimensional Scaling
analysis (nMDS) of the Twitter accounts followed by
Senate Republicans, Democrats and Independents in
order to determine whether party affiliation was associ-
ated with distinct sets of Twitter account follows. This
unconstrained ordination was performed using the Jaccard
index to measure the dissimilarities between senators in
terms of the Twitter accounts that they followed using the
vegan package for R [42]. Jaccard’s index was used because
it is ideal for quantifying dissimilarities in presence-
absence or binary data [43]. The ordination patterns re-
ported in the text also hold for other popular metrics such
as Bray-Curtis dissimilarity.
In order to understand the differences between Sen-

ate Democrats and Republicans, we correlated the num-
ber of twitter accounts classified as “Media”, “Politics”,
“Science” “Climate” and “Other” followed by each senator
against the ordination axes using the envfit function in the
vegan package for R [42].
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